Expertise and Infrastructure to Manage
Your Assets. Anytime. Anywhere.
Origis Services’ Current Solar
and Energy Storage Capacity

Solar 4GWdc

Storage 951MWh

Solar and Energy Storage.
Operations and Maintenance • Asset Management
Working with our clients, we’re delivering on the promise of profitable, clean energy. Transparent
operating information is key to realizing the promise of your asset. Thus, our commitment to you,
is from contract to performance, you will always know where your project stands.

Delivering the Clean Energy Promise

When Project O&M Costs are Controlled,
Everybody Wins
Opportunities to improve solar and energy storage profitability, increase energy
production, and expand the market for clean energy projects go hand in hand.

Asset Owners

Asset Managers

Developers / EPCs

Clarity up front.

Innovative contract terms

A service provider that

Transparent Contract Terms.

help match any scope,

shares your perspective.

Origis Services works diligently

provide long term value.

Origis Services was launched

with asset owners to define the

Contract transparency helps
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scope of work with clear terms

foster collaboration with

one of North America’s largest

and avoid vague language.

project owners and underscores

solar project developers, to

our commitment to maximize

provide full-scope O&M and

the value of solar and

asset management for Origis’

storage assets.

rapidly expanding project
pipeline and third-party solar
and energy storage assets.
We have a shared perspective
and mutual goals. Our breadth
of experience enables us to
achieve and ensure optimal
system performance.

We Deliver the Promise of
Your Clean Energy Assets
Maintain quality control with a proven approach to managing your assets
that aligns the interests of the asset owner and service provider.

4 GWs and Growing
Clear contract terms, integrity, and depth of knowledge are some of
the reasons why Origis Services has been entrusted with over 4GWdc
of utility-scale and distributed generation solar and 951MWh of energy
storage projects. Across a diverse portfolio of assets, our team has proven
we can reduce risk and drive down costs for your clean energy projects.

NERC CIP Certified Remote Operations Center
Knowing exactly what’s needed to operate, maintain and manage
large-scale and distributed generation solar and storage projects, Origis
designed and built one of the industry’s largest Remote Operations
Centers (ROC).

Delivering on $2 B in Solar Investments
Backed by a group that has deployed over $2 billion of solar assets,
working with Origis Services you have a proven team committed to
delivering the clean energy promise to investors.

Transparent Contract Terms
Take the mystery out of pricing with a clear scope of work,
up-front terms and conditions, and full visibility on the budget and
performance of your assets.

Integrated Services for Every Asset Stage
Realize opportunities to improve financial returns based on experience
with end-to-end service integration including Operations & Maintenance,
Asset Management and Ancillary Services.

The Team and Tools to Realize the Profitability
of Your Solar and Energy Storage Assets
Working with our clients, we’re delivering on the promise of profitable, clean energy. Client assets
are supported with a skilled team managing a large and growing portfolio, with the infrastructure
and tools to realize the promise of your solar and energy storage assets.

Over 4 GW of Solar and Energy Storage Capacity in the US
Across a diverse portfolio, Origis Service has proven we can reduce
risk and drive down costs for your clean energy projects.
Alabama
Solar:

California
Solar:
Storage:

242MW
225MWh

Arizona
Solar:
Storage:

97.3MW
100MWh

Texas
Solar:

1609.5MW

Mississippi
Solar:
Storage:

838MW
600MWh

Indiana
Solar:

Origis Services
Current Solar and
Energy Storage Capacity by State
Operational • Contracted

Solar:
Storage:

Georgia
Solar:

Tennessee
Solar:

Florida

112MW

520.8MW
24MWh

Massachusetts

338MW

Solar:
Storage:

Maryland

127MW

Solar:

1.7MW
2MWh

35.7MW

Puerto Rico

202MW

Solar:

2.3MW

Total Current Capacity
Solar: 4,126MW Energy Storage: 951MWh
All solar numbers shown in MWDC

Solar

Solar and Energy Storage

Clean Power System Expertise

Origis Services Partnerships

The Origis Services team brings extensive

Committed to the highest standards, Origis

expertise in ROC operations, field operations,

Services has engaged industry leaders who share

performance engineering, asset management,

this commitment to excellence to deliver the best

and logistics to your portfolio. Combining

expertise while helping us perform and scale.

experience in the dynamic renewable energy
business with adjacent industries that have
developed operational standards over many
decades, the veteran leadership and support staff
at Origis Services are always prepared to meet
the next challenge with utility and distributed
generation plant operations.

Advanced Remote Operations
for Any Project, Anywhere
Knowing exactly what’s needed to operate, maintain and manage solar and
storage projects, Origis designed and built one of the industry’s largest
Remote Operations Centers (ROC).

World-Class Data
Monitoring

Power Factors Drive
Plus Software Suite

Industry
Proven Expertise

To ensure optimal performance,

The Power Factors’ Drive

The equipment is only as good

the new state-of-the-art ROC

Plus solution provides a fully

as the staff in operation.

facility supports 365, 24/7

integrated asset performance

So Origis employs industry

continuous monitoring, in-house

management (APM) and field

veterans with decades of

performance engineering, and

service management (CMMS)

collective experience in

proactive service. Engineered

software platform. It is capable

renewable energy operations

from the ground up to today’s

of scaling up quickly, and

and asset management.

service standards, the Origis

seamlessly ties O&M and

NERC CIP Certified facility is

Asset Management together,

10,000 square feet of technology

from the field to our Remote

prowess, housing 70 personnel

Operations Center in Austin.

to support 500 field technicians.

Origis Services delivers the promise of clean energy with operations and maintenance (O&M) and asset
management services for solar and energy storage across North America. The team manages a diverse utility
scale and distributed generation portfolio with experienced professionals backed by a state-of-the-art NERC CIP
Certified Remote Operations Center (ROC) located at its headquarters in Austin, Texas.
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Headquarters
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Austin, Texas 78730
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Tel: +1 512 287 7424

www.origisservices.com

